Today's electronics uses electron charge as a state variable for logic and computing operation, which is often represented as voltage or current. In this representation of state variable, carriers in electronic devices behave independently even to a few and single electron cases. As the scaling continues to reduce the physical feature size and to increase the functional throughput, two most outstanding limitations and major challenges, among others, are power dissipation and variability as identified by ITRS. This paper presents the exposé, in that collective phenomena, e.g., spintronics using appropriate order parameters of magnetic moment as a state variable may be considered favorably for a new room-temperature information processing paradigm. A comparison between electronics and spintronics in terms of variability, quantum and thermal fluctuations will be presented. It shows that the benefits of the scalability to smaller sizes in the case of spintronics (nanomagnetics) include a much reduced variability problem as compared with today's electronics. In addition, another advantage of using nanomagnets is the possibility of constructing nonvolatile logics, which allow for immense power savings during system standby. However, most of devices with magnetic moment usually use current to drive the devices and consequently, power dissipation is a major issue. We will discuss approaches of using electric-field control of ferromagnetism in dilute magnetic semiconductor (DMS) and metallic ferromagnetic materials. With the DMSs, carriermediated transition from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic phases make possible to have devices work very much like field effect transistor, plus the non-volatility afforded by ferromagnetism. Then we will describe new possibilities of the use of electric field for metallic materials and devices: Spin wave devices with multiferroics materials. We will also further describe a potential new method of electric field control of metallic ferromagnetism via field effect of the Thomas Fermi surface layer.
INTRODUCTION
Nanoscience and nanotechnology arise due to the interest of scaling to atomic scale from the macroscopic world. On the other hand, we may fundamentally look at subjects by zooming out the length-scale from elementary particles to atoms, molecules, and crystals, etc. The physical systems and phenomena start acquiring distinctive properties and features, well-known from our every-day experience of the macroscopic world. At the atomic size, it is the very electromagnetic interaction between the electrons and the positively charged nuclei, which determine all the properties as characterized by a set of order parameters or collective variables. When the engineering the feature sizes down to nanometers, we arrive at this new identification of nanoscience and nanotechnology, which take its origin not from what the physical phenomenon under consideration looks like, but from the scale that * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. the parental (electromagnetic) interactions dominates. But from the physics point of view, it is the very electromagnetic interactions between the electrons and the positively charged nuclei, which determine all the properties as characterized by a set of order parameters or collective variables.
For continuing the miniaturization trend, there has been increasing interest in considering room temperature collective phenomena (fields) as an alternate to scaled CMOS for next generations of information processing beyond today's electronics. In the past, scaled CMOS, electron charge and its representations e.g., voltage and current, are used as a state variable for device to perform logic functions. Upon further scaling to the nanometer scale, the use of electron charge and its increasingly strong long-range Coulomb interactions resulted in two major problems: power dissipation per unit area and variability of the device. The first comes from the strong Coulomb interaction. It is shown that the minimal energy of a switch is kT ln for an equilibrium system; for n electrons, the energy required will be nkT ln if electrons work independently, where n is the number of electronics and is the reliability factor, or reciprocal of the probability of failures. The variability problem comes from the result of independent electrons in the device; the scaling to small feature sizes makes the quantum fluctuations of electrons larger when the number of electron decreases.
In the continuing scaling of the feature size of semiconductor devices, there are two major issues for further scaling: power dissipation and variability. 1 To resolve the major challenges of power dissipation and variability issues, among others, it is necessary to introduce corrections to the Coulomb interaction. The corrections may be very roughly divided into the dynamic or relativistic (magnetic and spin-related), the static (short-range multiple poles) and the quantum or many-body (such as many body effects due to the Fermi-statistics of the electrons). At present, it is not possible to use any part of the electromagnetic interactions on a single-electron level other than Coulomb, since the strength of others is too small to afford room temperature operation as to be discussed later. One viable solution is to use the collective variables in the correlated many-electron systems for room temperature operation. The use of the collective variables, which represent many-electron systems, assumes that the variable is energetic enough to be thermally stable.
An example of using collective effects as variables is ferromagnetism in nanomagnets, e.g., MTJ junctions, in which the order parameter in this case is the magnetization of the active ferromagnetic layer (typically of a few nanometers to tens of nanometers in size) as controlled by passing through the electric current. The layer consists of tens to thousands of atoms, each of which contributes its spins to the overall collective variable-the magnetization. It is the nanometer-size of the layer, which makes it possible that the magnetization along one of the possible directions remains for a very long period of time. Additional possibilities, which can be employed to exploit the collective variables, exist, including the electric dipole polarization of an isle of the ferroelectric or multiferroic materials or even dislocations in the crystal. The latter not only can constitute as collective variables themselves, but the elementary excitations of these collective variables can also be treated as variables-the excitation of the order parameters (primary collective variables) can be themselves treated as variables. For the same class of the hierarchy of the collective excitations, one may include others such as the domain-walls and spin-waves in a ferromagnet. In this paper, we will focus on the collective ferromagnetic variable.
In spintronics, there are usually two scenarios: one is single spin case and the other the collection of interaction spins (with exchange interaction, which is the quantum correlation to the Coulomb interaction). For the former, it will be similar to that of electronics. There are advantages in energy and in variability when using collective magnetic degree of freedom, in particular, in the case that the energy associated with the variable is higher than kT for room temperature applications. The variability due to the quantum fluctuations becomes less critical in the collective spin degree of freedom (as to be discussed further next).
VARIABILITY OF ELECTRONICS AND SPINTRONICS
From the above discussion, spintronics 2 has emerged as a potential candidate in addition to others in search of low power and variability devices. In this section, we address the variability issue of nanoscaled electronic and spintronics devices. There are different sources of variability due to thermal and quantum fluctuations, resulted from the fluctuations of, for example, the number of electrons and process control such as pattern size and dopant variations in semiconductor FET. Let us, however, focus on the fundamental source of quantum fluctuations. 3 In order to assess electronic and spin based circuits for their variability, one can address the problems of the importance of uncontrolled quantum fluctuations in the elemental units-FET and, without loss of generality, a magnetic gate of some variations of Spin-FET. The input-output fluctuations in a generic transistor can be understood from rather general thermodynamics reasoning. When the retardation (delay) effects are neglected, the output variable can be assumed to be in an "on-time" correspondence with the state variable of the gate (the charge Q or the magnetization M), so that V out = f Q . In turn, the state variable is controlled by the input parameter (V in or S in ), which is effectively its Legendre conjugate in a thermodynamic potential (e.g., the free energy F ), governing the behavior of the system, which is thermally open to heat bath(s). The effective couplings in the thermodynamical potential are QV in and S in M. Depending on which variable is fixed, the corresponding potential must be used. Thus, just as for any Legendre conjugate pair (e.g., pressure-volume, temperature-entropy, chemical potential-number of particles), fixing one variable (the input, i.e., V in and S in ), we leave the other variable (output, Q or M) loose and let it fluctuate-due to thermal fluctuations at high temperatures and/or due to the quantum discreteness of the state variable's eigenvalues at low temperatures. In Figure 1 , we summarized the results of the analysis, based on the "minimal" Hamiltonian approach, showing the comparison of the charge and spin minimal feature sizes due to the existence of the domain of the quantum fluctuations as well as illustrating the feature size on top and the number of atoms on the bottom axis for a given device using a spherical gate, 1 2-D gate. The room temperature line is also shown. Clearly, the exact geometry of the gate electrode will change the capacitance and also affect the number for the "charge" line. In addition, for realistic devices, the gate capacitance will also depend on the insulating dielectric layer and thus the results will be somewhere in between as also shown. These numbers obtained should be good on the order of the magnitude. The numbers can be plotted together with the limitation based on energy consideration discussed above. Different materials can be used and there will be different sizes as a result of using atomic sizes. The fact that the spin degree of freedom is more advantageous than the charge degree of freedom from the quantum fluctuations point of view has its origin in the locality of the interaction responsible for the magnetism (exchange interaction). On the energy scale the energy per "quantum unit" scales as 1/r for electronics (Coulomb repulsion), whereas it is size independent for spins (exchange). For this paper, we only limit ourselves to electron and spin based devices. For other cases, as in molecules (or particles) and ferroelectric materials, there will, more or less, give similar geometric dependences of the scaling rules of correlated effects or many-body (collective) effects in nanoscale systems.
The electric current control of ferromagnetism has been in practice for centuries, as earlier as the use of Helmholtz coils. However, the use of current makes power dissipation an issue. Electrical field control is most desirable from the energy dissipation point of view. To date, there are two classes of materials for electrical control of ferromagnetism: Dilute magnetic semiconductors and metallic ferromagnetic materials. A dilute magnetic semiconductor (DMS) system offers potential advantages in combining the magnetic dopants in semiconductors, making electrical field control of ferromagnetism feasible for increasing device functionalities and power dissipations. 4 It promises a new breed of magneto-electronic devices to extend the scaling of microelectronics to next generations of nanometer integrated chips for low power and low variability. 5 To understand and exploit this controllability, a number of theories have been developed in the past, including the Zener kineticexchange, 6 double exchange, and the Ruderman-KittelKasuya-Yoshida (RKKY) interaction. 7 These models share a common feature that a spontaneous ferromagnetic order is hole-mediated through the increase of hole concentrations. 8 While precise theories involving this phenomenon still remain in debate, this effect was experimentally observed in group III-V materials such as (In, Mn)As and (Ga, Mn)As. [9] [10] [11] However, the electric field controlled ferromagnetism was limited because of the low Curie temperature of (In, Mn)As DMS. 10 11 In recent years, Mn doped Si and Ge DMS have attracted extensive attention because of their compatibility with today's Si technology and the possibility to have higher Curie temperatures than those of group III-V materials. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] However, the experimental results show that the Mn doping process in Si and Ge is also complex (even though simpler than group III-V). Both the Curie temperature and the saturation magnetization depend on the interplay of a variety of factors, which are ultimately determined by growth conditions and postannealing process. 24 25 The concentration and distribution of Mn dopants, the carrier density, the presence of common defects such as Mn interstitials and Mn clusters significantly influence the magnitude and interactions of the magnetic coupling. 23 26 It is anticipated that this interplay between various growth parameters can be reduced in low dimensional structures. 27 In addition, nanostructures such as Mn doped Ge quantum dots could offer unique and salient physical properties arising from size and quantum confinement effects, affecting carrier transport, spin lifetimes, and interactions of spins, and thus ferromagnetic properties. 28 More importantly, the magnetic Mn x Ge 1−x can be directly incorporated with the current CMOS platforms, promoting immediate applications in the microelectronics industry. Thus in this section, we will describe the progress in the use of nanostructures for this purpose.
DILUTE MAGNETIC SEMICONDUCTOR
In the past, the research of Mn x Ge 1−x nanostructures via Mn ion implantation process has unambiguously demonstrated the modulation of their ferromagnetism by applying gate biases in MOS capacitors at a low temperature of 10 K. However, the metallic precipitates such as Mn 5 Ge 3 and Mn 11 Ge 8 and implantation damages were found in these nanostructures, which made the system rather complex to understand the contribution of each phase to the hole mediated effect. In addition, the latter makes it difficult to control the process. A possible approach to eliminate the clusters is to use a self-assembled process, which can yield MnGe quantum dots directly on top of Si substrates. Here, we report the successful development of Mn 0 05 Ge 0 95 self-assembled quantum dots by molecular beam epitaxy below.
MnGe quantum dots were grown on p-type Si substrates by a solid-source MBE system. The Mn and Ge sources were provided by traditional effusion cells. The selfassembled MnGe quantum dots were developed on the Si surface, similar to the growth of pure Ge quantum dots on Si under a typical Stranski-Krastanow (SK) mode. 29 Crosssection TEM was carried out to determine the structural characteristics and the Mn composition of the Mn 0 05 Ge 0 95 quantum dots. It reveals a dome-shape MnGe quantum dot on top of the Si substrate with a Mn diffusion area underneath as shown in Figure 2 (a). The dots have a typical base diameter of about 30 nm and a height of about 8 nm. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) shows that Mn dopants distribute uniformly inside the quantum dots ( Fig. 2(b) ). The reddish dots represent Mn atoms. The selected area electron diffraction pattern (SAED) reveals a single-crystalline DMS system (Fig. 2(c) ). The interface between the dot and the Si substrate shows excellent lattice coherence without any pronounced dislocations or stacking faults (Fig. 2(e) ). The energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) further confirms the presence of Mn and Ge inside the MnGe quantum dots. Metal-oxide-semiconductor capacitors using Mn 0 05 Ge 0 95 quantum dots as the channel were fabricated and characterized. Figure 3 (a) shows a schematic drawing of the device structure. Similar to that of the implanted cased, a 40 nm-thick Al 2 O 3 was used to minimize the leakage current. Capacitance-voltage curves show a clear transition from an accumulation (of holes) mode under negative bias to a depletion mode under positive bias (not shown here). Significantly, in the depletion mode we observed the decrease of the ferromagnetism of the channel layer via the control of gate voltage at 50 K (Fig. 3(b) ). The remnant moments decrease dramatically as the increase of the gate bias. These experimental data suggest that holes play a significant role in controlling ferromagnetism. By changing the hole concentration in quantum dots, it is possible to manipulate the ferromagnetism in the MnGe DMS system.
LOGIC DEVICES WITH SPIN WAVE BUS
For metallic ferromagnetism, one example of using collective phenomena is to use spin wave as a state variable for logic application. Spin wave is a collective oscillation of spins in an ordered spin lattice, which has been studied for decades in a variety of magnetic materials and nanostructures. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] The near-neighbor spins in the lattice are connected via the exchange interaction. Potentially, it is possible to use ferromagnetic films as a conduit for spin wave propagation, referred to as "Spin Wave Bus," 35 where the information can be coded into a phase or the amplitude of the spin wave as a state variable. The distinct feature and key advantage of the spin wave bus is that information transmission is accomplished without electron transport.
There are several physical properties, which make spin wave utilization promising in magnetic logic circuits. (i) Spin wave, as a highly correlated system of spins, with a long coherence length. As it was experimentally demonstrated in spin wave Mach-Zehnder-type interferometer, spin wave signals remain coherent after propagation of millimeters distance in yttrium iron garnet film. 36 In the permalloy films, 32 the coherence length is of the order of tens of microns at room temperature. (ii) There is a convenient mechanism for spin wave to electric signal conversion and vice versa. Spin wave can be excited by a local magnetic field (e.g., microstrip). A propagating spin wave changes the local polarization of spins in ferromagnetic material, which produces an inductive voltage in a conducting contour. In the experimental works, [30] [31] [32] the timeresolved inductive voltage measurement technique has been applied to study propagating spin waves in thin ferromagnetic films. An inductive voltage signal of the order of several mV was detected from spin waves propagated distances up to 50 microns in permalloy (Ni 81 Fe 19 film at room temperature. 32 Earlier, spin-wave based logic circuit has been experimentally demonstrated by Kostylev et al. 36 The authors built a spin wave Mach-Zehnder interferometer, which consists of a spin wave generator, a splitter that divides the input spin wave pulses into two ferrite channels made of Yttrium-Iron-Garnet (YIG), two controllable phase shifters attached to the branches, and a mixer where the signals modified by the phase shifter. The phases of the propagating spin waves are controlled by the magnetic fields produced by electric currents in the conducting wires under the waveguides. Depending on the phase shift, the device can operate as NOT or XOR logic gate. The same group has also demonstrated exclusive-not-OR and not-AND gates based on a similar Mach-Zehnder-type spinwave interferometer structure. 37 Another prototype spin wave logic device has been recently realized by our group. 38 In Figure 4 (a), we show the general view of the device. The core of the structure from the bottom to the top consists of a silicon substrate, a Co 30 Fe 70 100 nm thick film, and a 300 nm thick silicon dioxide layer. There are three asymmetric coplanar strip (ACPS) transmission lines on the top of the structure. The edge ACPS lines are the transducers to excite spin waves, and the line in the center is the receiver to detect the inductive voltage produced by two spin wave signals. The distance between the microstrips is 4 m. In Figure 4(b) , it is shown the experimental data on the output inductive voltage measured at the central ACPS line at different values of the external magnetic field (excitation frequency 3 GHz). The red and black curves depict the output power for the in-phase ( = 0) and the out-of-phase ( = ) cases, respectively. The initial phase difference between two input signals is defined by the direction of the current flow in the excitation lines. The phase difference is zero if the direction of current flow is the same (clockwise or counterclockwise wise) in both lines. If the directions in the excitation lines are such as one loop is clockwise and the other is counter-clockwise, the spin wave signals receive a relative phase difference. These experimental data show a prominent (about 4 times) output power difference. All measurements are carried out at room temperature.
The main technological problem delaying the practical implementation of spin wave devices is the low excitation efficiency. In all experimentally demonstrated spin wave devices, [36] [37] [38] spin wave excitation is via the magnetic field produced by the electric current in the external conducting contours. Equally important, the use of electric current results in the significant energy overhead as the energy for spin wave excitation exceeds the energy of the spin wave by one or two orders of magnitude. In order to realize electric-field controlled spin wave logic devices practical, there should be another physical mechanisms. Multiferroics is a special type of materials that possesses simultaneously electric and magnetic orders, 39 40 the coupling between the electric and magnetic properties provides the unique opportunity to control its magnetic polarization by applied electric field. With recent advent of multiferroic materials, there is a potential for electric field controlled spin wave bus for logic and information processing. A possible solution is in the use of the multiferroic materials as suggested in Ref. [41] . There are only a few room temperature multiferroic materials known today, 40 e.g., BiFeO 3 and its derivatives. An alternative method for obtaining artificial structure with magnetoelectric effect is to couple between two materials such as a ferromagnetic and a ferroelectric. 42 The magnetoelectric coupling may arise as a combined effect of two: piezoelectricity and piezomagnetism. There are several piezoelectric-ferromagnetic pairs, which have been experimentally studied, showing a prominent magnetoelectric coupling: PZT/NiFe 2 The combination of the multiferroic element with spin wave bus can be also used for spin wave amplification. 46 In Figure 5 , we show schematically the material structure of the spin wave device with a magnetoelectric amplifier. From the bottom to the top, it consists of a semiconductor substrate (e.g., silicon), a conducting ferromagnetic film (e.g., CoFe), and a piezoelectric layer (e.g., PZT). The ferromagnetic film serves as a spin wave bus. The metallic contact on the top of the piezoelectric layer and the conducting ferromagnetic film (ground plane) serve as a set of two electrodes to apply voltage across the piezoelectric layer. Under the applied bias V , the piezoelectric layer produces pressure, which changes the orientation of the easy-axis in the ferromagnetic film. In turn, the rotation of the easy-axis affects the propagation of the spin wave and can be used for amplification. The results of numerical modeling shown in Figure 5(b) , illustrates the increase of the spin wave amplitude as a result of the magnetoelectric coupling. According to the theoretical estimates, 46 the efficiency of the energy conversion using multiferroic element can as high as 97%. The use of magnetoelectric structure in combination with spin wave bus may lead to the development of low-power dissipating magnetic logic devices with functional throughput beyond the capabilities of the scaled CMOS.
OUTLOOK ON ELECTRICAL FIELD CONTROL OF METALLIC FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS
Because of several important technological limitations described above (e.g., power consumption, fluctuations, and cost in fabrication), the most attractive controllable ferromagnetism is that of metals. Metal Spintronics switch if controllable by electric field is ideal and superior to today's semiconductor counter-part for next generations of integrated circuits beyond CMOS. However, in accordance with the Maxwell's magneto-electrodynamics, the electric field can penetrate into a metal only within the surface atomic layer and the conventional wisdom suggests that the external electric control of ferromagnetism in metals is not possible (at least on lengths larger than the lattice constant) in contrast with semiconductors, which let electric field in on much wider depths. In result, metals were excluded from the list of possible candidates for an electric-field-controllable ferromagnetism. The search for the controllable ferromagnetism has been focused only on the semiconductor ferromagnets as described above.
Recently, a detailed analysis of the influence of the injected changes on a surface atomic layer of a ferromagnetic metallic film led to the surprising conclusion, opposite to the common knowledge's reasoning. It turned out that the influence of an injected charge on the magnetization is actually more pronounced in metallic ferromagnetic films. 47 than in those of semiconductors. This situation appears near the point of a transition between the magnetic and paramagnetic states and is due to the separation on the spatial scale of the "spin"-and "charge"-degrees of freedom in the metallic electron system. As a result, charging a surface affects the spin-alignment (and the existence of the magnetization) across the entire film. The described effect can be thought of as an "inverse domino effect" of exchange interactions between spins of neighboring atoms, 48 consecutively aligning the spins into a magnetization across the entire film. Therefore, the electrically controlled "magnetic switch" can be metallic. Thus, the electrically controlled "magnetic switch" can be metallic.
Metal Spintronics switches are ideal and superior to today's semiconductor counter part for the next generations of integrated circuits beyond CMOS. This finding is especially significant in the light of the fact that because of the high electron density and high conductivity, metals, as compared with semiconductors (including dilute magnetic semiconductors), can be scaled down to much smaller feature sizes and can be stacked in 3 dimensions easily to achieve high integration density as well as to have excellent performance in reducing power dissipation and increasing power variability of today's electronics. The prediction was made only theoretically and if proven experimentally will mostly likely push the limit of the future computational devices further to the horizon, making nonvolatile computers possible.
SUMMARY
In summary, we showed that collective effects may be used as state variables for scaled room temperature information processing. The collective state variables seem to have the benefits of lower variability and high efficiency in energy needed for performing computing. For room temperature operation, the collective effect state variables are the choice, in particular, the use of collections of spins as nanomagnets. For single charge electronics, it was shown that the quantum fluctuation will dictate and result in the variability limit due to the large Coulomb interaction energy. On the other hand, for single spin, thermal energy is much higher than the energy of single particle systems at room temperature, i.e., Zeeman splitting, rendering room temperature operation unlikely. We also introduced the spin wave bus concept to illustrate a potential of using collective spins for constructing logic devices and circuits.
